weddings
LUXURY WEDDING MARQUEE HIRE
From micro to magnificent, simple to stunning, every couple
will have their own ideas for a perfect wedding celebration.
Only a Berry marquee can offer you a venue as truly unique
as you are.

Conventional venues will, by definition, require compromises
of taste and creativity. Decor is dictated by what is in place.
Timings can be curtailed by multiple ceremony bookings. A
marquee is all yours, from initial layout to interior design
and is available to you for a long as you desire. A marquee is
a never-to-be-repeated, spectacular demonstration of your
story, your personality and your generosity.

Our skilled designers will guide you through the process
to create the backdrop to your dream day, from computer
aided design to romantic reality. Your wedding is one day
that must last a lifetime, Berry Marquees truly appreciate
this and will ensure it is as unique as you are.

getting started
PRESENTING THE
HAPPY COUPLE
First set your budget. Berry Marquees will create
a spectacular space for you, but with the sky’s
the limit potential of a marquee wedding, you
need to set the boundaries within which we can
realise all your dreams.

Your next decision is theme. How do you want to
present your newly married selves to the world?
Are you looking for a stylish contemporary space
filled with light, a classically elegant affair or
perhaps the warmth of a country gathering?
Indeed you may be seeking a combination of
all three. A marquee is only ever limited by your
imagination, for example secret rooms can be
revealed throughout the event changing themes
and bringing gasps from your guests.

Talk to our designers about those “Do you
think we could…?” ideas. The answer with Berry
Marquees will always be ‘of course you can!’

spaces that work
for everyone
DELIGHT YOUR GUESTS
A marquee offers opportunities to incorporate different rooms and varied themes, not only
to separate out the stages of your wedding – from ceremony, to breakfast to band and
evening, but also to offer different environments in consideration of your guests.

A chill out zone for the party animals, a formal lounge for older guests, a soft play space for
the little ones, incorporated wash room facilities, or a grown-up games room.

bringing the
inside out
MAKE THE MOST OF
YOUR LOCATION
Unlike a closed in ballroom, a marquee will
celebrate its surroundings, from clear roofs and
glass walls to beautiful decks built onto the
structure to make the most of the vistas.

Allow your guests to float between inside
and outside effortlessly, glorying in the views,
watching the sun go down, swishing sparklers or
sitting by a fire pit late into the night, as they
take a break from the dancing to see the stars.

day to night
RE-SET THE SCENE
As the sun begins to set you may choose to
welcome additional friends.

You will want to maintain a ‘sense of arrival’ for
these guests, but there is a certain softening of
formality at this stage.

Opening up a new room with lounging furniture
and a softer lighting scheme can create a warm
atmosphere as day and evening guests begin to
mingle.

The area could include a dance space for you to
take to the floor for the first time as a married
couple, and a stage for the jazz band, or grand
piano.

However you decide to theme this cross over
from day to night, Berry’s wealth of experience
can offer you an elegant design scheme.

club you
BREAK WITH TRADITION
The formalities are over, the cake has been cut
and now it’s time to focus on your friends and
party!

Whether you opt for a big reveal and a headline
act, or simply slide in the bar and switch over
the lighting, Berry will help you to create your
ultimate fantasy club night.

A marquee wall can be lined with satin, projected
onto or even become instantly transparent.

Berry’s can create chill out zones with sumptuous
furnishings, glittering dance floors, and lighting
schemes worthy of the wildest Ibiza nights.

If you decide to go all night you needn’t even
worry about disturbing the neighbours with
clever sound proofing materials available, just
let us know your needs.

ready to get
creative?
BOOK AN APPOINTMENT
Book an appointment with one of our designers
by email at sales@berrymarquees.com
or by phone 01784

471410

